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Chapter 1 : Miss Tiff Reads: July
Water is Montana's best friend: teacher's activity guide - grades K-3 Item Preview.

Ag Facts In one acre of land, there can be more than a million earthworms. They hatch from cocoons smaller
than a grain of rice. There are thousands of different species of earthworms, and they have many common
names, such as orchard worm, rain worm, angleworm, red wiggler, night crawler, and field worm. The
earthworm has no head, no eyes, no teeth, and no antennae. Its body is made up of many ring-like segments,
each of which has bristles that the worm can extend and retract to help it move through the soil. They breathe
through their skin, which has to stay moist so oxygen can pass through. Worms can live for a long time in
water, as long as the water has oxygen in it, but they will die if their skin dries out. Earthworms have both
male and female reproductive organs, but their eggs still need to be fertilized by another worm. They lay
capsules full of fertilized eggs called cocoons. Depending on the species, their cocoons may contain one to
several baby worms. Baby worms look like tiny threads when they first emerge. Night and day, worms burrow
through acres of ground, swallowing soil as they go. Inside the soil are tiny bits of plants and animals that they
grind up as they eat. Worms can taste what they eat and prefer some foods over others. In experiments worms
have demonstrated a preference for carrot leaves over celery and celery over cabbage. Worm castings are
lumps and bumps of soil that come out the back end of a worm. Castings are rich in nutrients such as nitrogen,
potassium, and phosphorus that help plants grow. The average earthworm will produce its own weight in
castings every 24 hours. One earthworm can digest several tons of soil in a year. As worms burrow and tunnel,
they aerate the soil, providing a looser structure and openings for roots to grow. Their tunnels provide
channels for water to enter the soil and improve drainage. Worms are like small rototillers and bags of
fertilizer in a very small, and somewhat slimy, package. We are part of a living and dying world. Plants and
animals are born, grow old, and die. Other plants and animals take their places. As each living thing dies, it
decays and returns to the soil. Worms help speed this process by eating living and dead plant material,
digesting it, and depositing it back in the soil as nutrient- rich castings. The relationships between plants, soil
organisms like worms, and their environment is known as ecology. Leaves that fall to the ground in the
autumn are a very important part of the forest ecology, or nutrient cycle. The leaves lie on top of others that
fell in previous years. This is called forest litter, and it is made up of organic matter. Winter rains and snows
keep the leaves wet so decomposers like worms can do their work. There are many different organisms living
under the piles of leaves in the dirt that work as decomposers. You are seeing thousands of decomposers all
massed together when you see fungi or mold. Decomposers release nutrients from the dead leaves into the soil.
In the spring, new plants use those nutrients to grow new leaves. Decomposers make healthy soils in natural
ecosystems and in the gardens and farms where our food is grown. Interest Approach â€” Engagement Inform
your students that you will be giving them a list of facts about one specific thing. Use the following clues2:
They are vital to soil health. They are a source of food for animals like birds, rats, and toads. They are
typically only a few inches long. They are capable of digging as deep as 6. They are commonly used as fishing
bait. They can also be known as "night crawlers" because they can be seen feeding above ground at night.
Procedures Before you begin, share the Background Agricultural Connections information with students and
have them each fill out a Worm Adoption Certificate. This will help cut down on creature cruelty and other
discipline problems. Cut the top from a clean, clear plastic gallon jug you will want to do this for the students.
Poke holes for drainage in the bottom of the jug. Make sure you have a plastic plate under the jug to collect
excess water. Poke small holes in the side of the jug for air flow Add 1 inch of gravel for drainage. If you
provide shredded newspapers and carefully watch the moisture content in the worm jug, you can omit the
gravel. Poke holes in a plastic lid or plate and place over the gravel. Add 1 inch of bedding mixture on top of
the plate. Add a few earthworms. Sprinkle some fruit and vegetable scraps on top of the worms. Chopping
food scraps in a blender will make them easier for the worms to eat. If a blender is not available, use a knife
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and cutting board or scissors to cut the scraps into small pieces. Cover with more bedding material. Sprinkle
with water or spritz with a spray bottle. Stir and observe daily. Record what you see in a daily log. Sprinkle
with water and add food as needed. Store in a dark location. Discuss the following questions: Will the
population of your worms increase or decrease? Are there certain foods the worms like better than the others?
How long does it take for the worms to eat their food? Why are worms good for gardeners? Ride the Wild
Leaf Cycle Share the background information about decomposers with students. Explain that worms play an
important role in many ecosystems. In garden and farm ecosystems, worms aerate the soil and help release
nutrients to crop plants. In forest ecosystems, worms work with other decomposers to break down leaf litter,
releasing nutrients to trees and other plants. Hand out the Ride the Wild Leaf Cycle activity sheets. Have
students read about the leaf cycle on activity sheet A and look at the picture on activity sheet B. Instruct
students to color their activity sheets, then cut out the leaves on sheet A, and glue them over the appropriate
number on sheet B. Concept Elaboration and Evaluation After conducting these activities, review and
summarize the following key concepts: Soil is an important natural resource. The majority of our food
depends on soil for growth and production. Plants require nutrients for healthy growth. These nutrients are
found in the soil. Many nutrients come from decomposing organic matter. Worms play an important role in
improving the quality of our soil. We welcome your feedback! Please take a minute to tell us how to make this
lesson better or to give us a few gold stars! Prepare the cooler ahead of time, and then have students add the
bedding, worms, and vegetable scraps. Vermicomposting in your classroom is an effective way to engage
students with a wide variety of science concepts. For more information about using the worm bin to
investigate ecosystems, life and nutrient cycles, and decomposition, see the lesson Vermicomposting Grades
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Chapter 2 : Watch the Latest Movies and TV Shows for Free on streamlook
Search the history of over billion web pages on the Internet.

Some changes are evident; most rivers were dammed for power to operate mills before electricity or logging.
There are still around 5, dams in the state. There probably were several times those numbers once. It withstood
the floods last year; a good indicator the project will hold up for years. The change from agriculture to
reforesting has been going on since the industrial revolution. Sheep were one of the mainstays for farming
providing wool for the mills. Development has oblit- river south of the notches and not find where a dam
existed. Dams were the primary cause of the destruction of native stocks of fish; they still are the major
impediment of restoring Atlantic salmon and other anadromous species. Not so noticeable are rivers or
streams that have been altered; a prime example is Indian Stream that was channelized to straighten out the
bends to drive logs. Any impediments like boulders were blasted out of the stream. That was a common
occurrence for rivers and streams used for log drives. Gravel operations caused damage on several rivers; a
prime example being the Pemi. A Trout Unlimited restoration project corrected the erated many of the original
artifacts. The effects of damming rivers are well known. I seldom drive by or hunt the areas without
wondering what it looked like one, two or three hundred years ago. Sizes range from a stones width to several
feet across. All were built with manual labor and possibly horses and oxen. How many years did it take to
build them; probably generations. I can remember when there were dairy farms in just about every town and
cows were milked by hand; not machines. In the northern part of the state the change has been slower although
most of the dairy farms on the NH side of the Connecticut River are gone. There are old cellar holes and apple
trees high up on the hills where people once lived; reforesting not development has claimed the land. Logging
remnants are more prevalent; islands created for log booms and some of the dams. Many of the dams built to
drive logs were wood and over time have disappeared. Lower dam on the Rapid River in Maine before its
removal and the dam at the outlet of Parmachenee are good examples Page 32 By Jim Norton March our
native species. I have a friend who years ago; before guides were required in Labrador and Quebec used to get
topographical maps and chart out rivers in the Northern provinces. Along with a friend they would hire a bush
pilot to drop them off and pick them up several days later. They probably fished spots that had never been
fished before. They usually fished different rivers but returned to one river twice because of the fantastic
fishing. When they made arrangements to fish it the third time the pilot informed them he had built a fishing
lodge on the river. In just a few years the fishing had declined as the owner allowed clients to keep large fish.
He returned to the same general area on a trip to Labrador last summer. The entire watershed was dammed and
underwater as part of the Hydro Quebec project. For literally hundreds of miles, we saw huge transmission
towers blighting the landscape. All the boreal forest had been scraped down and it was just low bushes for
miles and miles. This is an excerpt from my report of the trip: The first half was pretty uneventful. We pretty
much left civilization behind, other than a blighted landscape of high tension power lines, huge dams
destroying entire watersheds and huge mines scraping off mountains and filling lakes with rust-red effluent. At
least 40 additional miles of towers would be built around Pittsburg, NH and additional high towers would be
built on existing right-of-ways. This video is a sample of the swath of destruction that would be cut across
northern NH. From our float plane you can also see some of the huge mines that have leveled mountains and
filled lakes in northern Quebec and southwestern Labrador. The attached pictures are snapshots taken from the
video. Seeing the blighted landscape in person gave me cold chills just thinking of the destruction this would
bring to New Hampshire. Bury the damned power lines! We were both equally bad, but we did get better over
the years. I remember hunting with him once in Bath,NH. He was going to show me an area to hunt and then
he was going to go hunt out of a stand he already had set up. We walked about a mile into the woods and kept
passing by what I thought was quite a lot of good deer sign. Next time you see Scott make sure to tell him that.
I also met Bruce on one of our trips to Missouri. We have hunted and shot our bows together in several states
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and Canada. He did try to kill me once at the Eastern Traditional Archery Rendevous in Pennslyvania but I
guess I should finally just let that one go. Thankful for the time I get to spend in the woods. Thankful for the
people I get to spend that time with. Hopefully reading this will also make you remember the people and times
you are thankful for. Any time not spent at work is spent somewhere in the woods, usually with his longbow
and a quiver full of arrows close at hand. Ken can be reached at ken theoutdoorgazette. On a recent trip to run
some errands I came upon an unusual sight for this time of year. Most folks that have errands to do just zip off
to the store and are back home in ten minutes or so. Each time I do errands I have to plan on a half hour trip
just to get to the store. Since I used to lead photo safaris to Africa I got used to the concept of a game drive.
This is how I treat these trips to the store. Until I actually reach a town there is always the chance of
encountering some wild thing along the way. On this trip my encounter was a male ring neck pheasant. The
males of the various species of pheasant are referred to as roosters and the females are hens. The pheasant has
become a world traveler over the centuries. There are subspecies of the pheasant that originated in many parts
of the world. A black-necked species from the Caucasus region between the Black and Caspian seas was
brought to Greece around BC. Most European pheasants still have this black-necked variety as their
population base. Birds from Eastern China were eventually mixed in to the breeding pool causing a wide
variety of subtle variations in color and pattern. Around the first North American pheasant introductions
occurred in New York. Pheasant introductions in New Hampshire, New Jersey, Maine and other areas were
not very successful with only localized breeding populations. The first truly positive breeding and expansion
began around when Judge Owen Denny the consul general in Shanghai, China sent a few dozen birds back to
his home in the Willamette Valley of Oregon. The farming practices in the area at the time made for perfect
habitat for pheasants and in only ten years the first hunt for pheasants was initiated with a harvest of nearly
one half million birds. After that success there was a rush to introduce the pheasant to other parts of the
country. The pheasants we hunt across the country today bear the stamp of many subspecies. The English
black neck, Japanese, Mongolian, Manchurian, Korean, Formosan, and Chinese ring necks have all lent a
piece of their genetics to the mix. There are also many private game preserves that raise the birds and many of
them spread around if the hunters are unsuccessful in bagging the birds. The pheasant I found has been
spending its time near a small farm with a small number of horses and cattle. This rooster is approximately six
miles from the nearest stocking site and over the month has just expanded his travels until he found a suitable
wintering location. In the plains states and the Dakotas the birds live in and around crop fields during the
summer months, but later in the summer when the crops are harvested it restricts many of the birds to what
thick cover remains. There are programs like the Conservation Reserve program and other fed- pheasant fields
for a hunt after the waterfowl stop moving. Most of the water fowlers wear full eral programs that encourage
farmers to put part of their land holdings into good pheasant cover and forage plants. New England upland
bird hunters are no slouches when it comes to passion for the pheasant and pheasant hunting. One important
thing to remember is to wear some piece of hunter orange clothing to help other hunters see you. Pheasant
hunting is high on the list of hunting activities that result in hunter injuries. In my experience, many waterfowl
hunters go out early for ducks and geese and then stop by the to black as the bird turns its head. Pheasants will
come to bird feeders if they locate one in their winter travels, but even though they are stocked birds they
adapt to the wild very quickly as soon as the hunters come onto the scene. Finding one in the open this late in
the winter is a rare treat. March camouflage outfits and it can be very difficult to spot them and be certain they
will not be in the line of shotgun pellet drop after a shot is taken at a flying pheasant. Both roosters and hens
are fair game in New Hampshire and lead shotgun ammunition can still be used. Out west the rule is roosters
only and lead shot is banned since the pheasants can be found in habitat shared with waterfowl. Waterfowl can
only be taken with non-lead shot. Pheasants are stunning birds and the head feathers appear to change color
from green to blue Alan Briere is an award winning photographer and outdoor writer and the outdoor
photography instructor for the NH Becoming an Outdoors Woman program. Alan lives in Acworth, NH with
four lovely ladies: His email is alanbriere sugar-river. Entries must be postmarked by March 15, The contest
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is open to New Hampshire youth from kindergarten through grade Entries are judged on artistic merit and
scientific accuracy in portraying the waterfowl. The competition is Deadline is March 15 open to public,
private and home-schooled New Hampshire students.
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Chapter 3 : Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks :: Go Fish!!
Miley Stewart (Miley Cyrus) is the central character, also called Hannah Montana when appearing as a popstar who
plays a dual identity.(Seasons ) Robby Stewart (Billy Ray Cyrus) is Miley's and Jackson's father.

July 24, Are you watching the Olympics? The Essential Guide to the Rules, Statistics, Heroes, and Zeroes of
Every Sport Penguin Books, has everything from the words to the Olympic Anthem to a list of discontinued
Olympic events no more bike polo or croquet , plus rules, statistics, and interesting histories for each of the 29
summer sports. The book of choice should your kids demand to know the width of a balance beam or the
origin of the shuttlecock. For ages 5 and up. Ancient Greece and the Olympics by Mary Pope Osborne and
Natalie Pope Boyce Random House Books for Young Readers, is the nonfiction companion to Hour of the
Olympics, a reader-friendly, illustrated, page compendium of information on ancient Greek geography,
history, religion, daily life, culture, and the Olympics games, then and now. Set in the mid-5th century BCE,
the page book is a mix of humor and history, illustrated with cartoons, labeled diagrams, and informational
sidebars. Girls need not apply. Various chapters cover new traditions in the modern Olympics, the Olympics
in time of war, protests and the Olympics, memorable moments, and more. The True Story of the Ancient
Games Random House, is a thoroughly entertaining non-fiction account of the original Olympics, once a
Woodstock-like extravaganza attended by 40, spectators from all over the Greek world. For older teenagers
and adults. From history teacher Mr. You have endured unbelievable pain and hardship to become a superior
Spartan soldier and citizen! Appended is an excellent list of links for Ancient Greece and the Ancient Greek
Olympics, including interactive games and lesson plans. Let the Games Begin is a comprehensive five-lesson
unit from Core Knowledge, targeted at early-elementary-level students. Targeted at elementary-level students.
From the Smithsonian, see a history of Olympic pictographs. Notes in the margins provide more detailed
information. Illustrated with color photos. The Winter Olympic Sports series Crabtree Publishing covers them
all, in a series of page, photo-illustrated books. For ages 8 and up. From Activity Village , Winter Olympics
has coloring pages, word puzzles, printable story paper, and crafts, categorized by winter sport. Kids can make
a ski collage or a model ice rink. For high-school-level students, The Winter Olympic Games Project has kids
researching game events and making representative posters. A Map of Olympic Medals is an infographic in
which visitors can click on a year and a country for a list of medal winners. Opportunities for creative math
and geography projects here. A nice starting point for some creative Olympics-based math. Friends and
family, however, help her learn that playing the game is about love of the sport and cooperation more than
about winning and losing. In this winning-obsessed day, a nice lesson for ages The book follows Sophie in
her weekly skating lessons; readers learn about skating equipment, moves, competitions, and the hard work
and practice it takes to be a champion. At the age of five, she had polio and was expected never to walk again
â€” but through sheer determination, she not only walked, but ran, and so well that, in the Olympics, she
became the first woman to win three gold medals. An inspirational tale for ages In the red, white, and blue
Childhood of Famous Americans series, M. Olympic Champion Aladdin, One of the wonderful Shoes series,
originally published in the s and 40s, about children in the performing arts. Levine, is thirteen-year-old
gymnast Joey Jordan, determined to be a gold medal winner, who struggles with not-always-easy relationships
with her coach, friends, and family, and begins a romance with old friend now suddenly cute boy Tanner. For
ages 10 and up. Stevie, however, begins to suspect that someone is trying to rig the swimming competitions,
and soon he and Susan Carol have joined forces to solve the mystery. Olympic Medal Winners is a
photo-illustrated A-to-Z gallery with quick facts and reader-friendly biographies. Olympic Biographies is a
lesson plan in which kids create their own Olympic biography books. The Olympics, 14th-century-style,
involve dragon wrestling, a giant climb, a moat swim, and a discus throw involving pickle-chiffon pies. This is
the sequel to the equally hilarious Pickle-Chiffon Pie originally published in , re-issued in Whacky fun for
ages For example, learn about the neuroscience of winning, the physics of swim strokes, and the physiology
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of holding your breath. Also see the e-book The Science of Sports: Winning in the Olympics Scientific
American, By Shane Frederick, Hockey: Science and Engineering of the Olympic Winter Games is a
collection of great informative videos. From Montana State University, Winter Olympics has information and
activities divided into three detailed modules: Lots of learning material for older students. Try a backward race
or a hug-a-balloon race. Olympic Recipes includes instructions for making Olympic cookies and Olympic
doughnuts. Background info is there for all; printables are only available to members.
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Chapter 4 : Accelerated Reader Quiz List - Reading Practice
Easy science activity - build a water cycle project with LEGOsÂ®! This model is the perfect hands-on science activity for
Earth Day and environmental education.

Pictured are from left: Earle Crandall and Diane Deshong. Joining in the fun were from left: Freeman and
Skoll join an elite group of past honorees including: The always SRO show has raised millions to support
education and the arts. Glass elevates spaciousness in the 1, square foot house built for friend, artist Adolph
Tischler. By Victoria Talbot Two iconic homes are on the market, representing not only historic Mid-Century
art in architecture, but two lifelong friends, Rudolf Schindler and Richard Neutra. The two men met in at the
Vienna Academy of Fine Arts, the foundation of a relationship that would see their careers parallel and cross.
Each would become recognized as early modernists who heralded the California message of climate and style,
and often they shared the same clients. Both left their indelible marks on Southern California, particularly in
Los Angeles. The Tischler residence Schindler - at Greenfield Ave. The three-story street facade is topped
with a blue translucent, sky-like roof, with glass planes throughout, making the home appear transparent. A
free-floating metal fireplace by artist Adolph Tischler dominates the living room. The three-acre parcel set on
a promontory boasts breathtaking degree views and water features inside and outside of the home, a Neutra
classic adaption of the natural landscape with the architecture. Details of the 5, square foot home include pool
and water features traversed with raised stepping stone paths, elegant built-ins on 3-acres. Enjoy the
million-dollar infinity view throughout. Alex Bachman manages a classic cocktail program. Outside, a cozy
deck welcomes intimate meetings or festive groups. Tableside cart services include a champagne cart, carving
cart for cote de boeuf and whole roasted cauliflower, and a candy cart with sweets from Sugarfina. Custom
menus by Jean Andre are part of a curated art program, which includes installations from various artists. Chef
Quignon brings St. Tropez to Beverly Hills. Grab a glass of wine and indulge in great cuisine. Avec Nous is
located at Burton Way. Call for reservations. The Bel-Air Homeowners Alliance, which began in spring and
spawned from continuous community complaints and dangerous interactions between construction vehicles
and residents, immediately began to interact with the L. Department of Building and Safety and L. One little
boy, for example, had projected himself into an abusive parent, whose screams he sought to keep outside the
home. In a sense the museum became a safe place for him to express himself. The arts education pro- pulse of
the Bel-Air community. I turned in my membership application and dues check on July 10, and had been
waiting months for a responseâ€”I attempted several follow-ups with no response from the BAA office. Even
though I hand-delivered my application and check during normal business hours, I had to slip it through the
mail slot because the office was locked. Finally membership was granted in February of this yearâ€”after the
Court order. My lawyers Eric George and Russell Wolpert read the bylaws very carefully and advised that
three members or more could call a special meeting to conduct business for the BAA. We welcome one and all
and want this to be a dynamic discussion about the future of Bel-Air and I hope in the end, we will all agree to
return control to our residents and neighbors instead of developers whose only concern is their personal
financial gain. Its time to take our community back and bring openness, transparency and effective leadership
to our community again. During the five-day program, students learn to be creative, think critically,
problem-solve and reflect while simultaneously developing a deep appreciation of just what a museum
represents through a variety of lessons and activities. Teachers, like Portilla, likewise develop their capacity
for arts education. One hundred percent of funds raised at Cycle For Survival, a national movement to beat
rare cancers, go directly to research and clinical trials by Memorial Sloan Kettering to change the way cancer
is diagnosed and treated. About half of all Americans with cancer have rare forms of the disease, including
thyroid, brain, ovarian, pancreatic, all pediatric cancers and many others. Also taking part in the West L. Larry
Covin of CoCo Entertainment will fill the evening with entertainment and dancing. The Billy Mitchell Jazz
Trio will also perform. Founded in , The Jeffrey Foundation is a non-profit dedicated to serving special needs
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children and their families. It provides therapeutic day-care services, recreational, pre-school and school-age
educational services, and family support programs. Services are made possible by gifts, grants, and designated
public funds. Volunteers pick up meals at Volunteers can also choose to work as many days a week as they
want, adds Jacobson. A car is required. For more information, call Jacobson, Local participating businesses
include: Attendees must RSVP to: Dine at one of nine participating locations and CPK will donate 20 percent
of sales. For participating locations, visit MakeMarchMatter. A full list of participating
businessesâ€”including locals: She decided to fill the gap. I wanted to walk into the infusion room holding my
head high and feeing glamorous and in control. Was I really wearing a wig? How was I getting through this
emotionally? So if these women were asking, how many more women across L. She became aware of many
issues she wished were addressed. But she became even more involved after her diagnosis. Featured presenters
will include: It can also be used to treat similar side effects in women who have undergone a hysterectomy or
breast-cancer treatments. Robert Katz performs this procedure and will discuss the benefits for a healthy sex
life. Jay Orringer discussing techniques to achieve the most natural result possible in the mastectomy setting.
We are grateful to the Kerns for their generous donation and their willingness to fund this much-needed
program. It takes a year or two before your body cleanses itself of all those toxins. The evening is free, but
reservations are required. For more information or to register, call , email tcrf towercancer. From left are
maestro Gary S. The show stars Andrew Buchanan Broadchurch, The Honorable Woman as John Mercer, an
ex-British Special Forces soldier turned-government assassin with his own ideas of moral conduct when it
comes to the law. The detective drama, based on the series of novels by Ann Cleeves, stars Douglas Henshall
as DI Jimmy Perez, a detective who solves mysteries in a tight-knit island community against the backdrop of
the remote Shetland Isles in Scotland. Each evening, talks and panels will be presented at the Omni Rancho
Las Palmas Resort, the official hotel of the Festival. Taking part in the event will be authors: His latest book,
Destiny and Power: Profile of Power is now considered the authoritative work on the 35th president, He has
won several national awards and his book was named the Best NonFiction Book of by Time and Book of the
Year by Washington Monthly. Writers will talk about their books, their source of ideas, and the mechanics of
writing for publication. The festival has featured authors who are the recipients of the Pulitzer Prize and the
National Book Award, among other honors. Many featured books are New York Times bestsellers. Checks
may be sent to: For more information,, visit www. For more information, visit www. Neil Harbisson, a
Sonochromatic Cyborg Artist, provided sounds for the composition. BHUSD sources estimate that he has
easily donated in excess of hundreds of dollars worth of his products over the past two years where at every
single Board of Education meeting a 9OH2O bottle sits before the five elected officials and top administrative
staff. Next to that traveling accolade, the bottle bears the statement: Gluck told The Courier that he was not yet
donating to local schools because he had yet to make a profit on the line. Gluck said he planned to keep the
water bottles as they are for now.
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Chapter 5 : Katherine Negrete (katherinenegret) on Pinterest
25 best ideas about birthday presents on - 28 images - birthday present ideaswritings and papers writings, 25 best ideas
about friend birthday gifts on, best 25 birthday presents ideas on 25 best ideas about birthday gifts on, best 25 diy bi.

Child hit by car while crossing to get to bus stop Updated: A 6-year-old Missoula girl has been life-flighted
for injuries after she was struck by a vehicle in Missoula Tuesday morning. Voters asked to allow extra time at
some Missoula Co. AP - Five precincts in Missoula County are having occasional troubles with feeding the
second page of the ballot into counting machines. Missoula begins refunding some court surcharges Updated:
The City of Missoula has a plan in place to issue refunds on some Municipal Court case surcharges. Montana
Senate race breaks financial records Updated: What Initiative is really saying Updated: Initiative is basically
saying that mining companies need to have a plan in place to clean up after themselves when it comes to hard
rock mining. Hard rock mining is exactly what it sounds like; mining for gold, silver, diamonds, and similar
resources. If I is passed, mining companies would have to lay out what Initiative has the potential to impact
every individual in Montana because it basically comes down to healthcare. All other tobacco products,
including e-cigarettes, vaping products, and even snuff would see an i Election Day Preparations Updated: As
journalists, we have spent months analyzing races and getting to know the candidates and ballot initiatives.
Montana Right Now employees have spent several hours in meetings and sending emails. Back in June we
knew which reporters would be working with eac The community of Red Lodge is mourning the loss of a
black bear sow and her cub after they were hit on Highway Friday night. There will be live demonstrations
and all ages are welcome. Doors open November 7th, at 7 p. Attorney, Man of service hangs up hat after 30
plus years Updated: Jim Corrigan has been at the forefront of Kairos Part of their time was spent building a
command center which is now fighting against terrorism. Now that their work is done. How state officials
prepared for election day Updated: With less than 24 hours until one of the biggest elections in Montana
history. Election offices all over the state are making last minute preparations to make sure things go off
smoothly tomorrow. Candidates did have to pa The short answer, no. Forecasters from around the country use
their state-of-the-art technology from its prediction center to forecast One student in East Helena is lucky to be
safe at home after a stranger tried to force the young girl into a car. Now the school district is on high alert.
We feel like the woman w
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Chapter 6 : Full text of "Water is Montana's best friend : teacher's activity guide - grades K-3"
The ranch is owned by Marisol's mom's best friend, husband and twin children. Montana is very different from the life
she knows, with mountains, wide spaces and active night lifeâ€”maybe even including werewolves.

Much of this is possible because of one important resource: Water is unquestionably the best friend of many
farmers and ranchers whose crops and pastures would wither without irrigation. Water is the best friend of
wildlife. After all, water sustains life. This plan recognizes the need for cooperation between diverse water
user groups, and toward the establishment of partnerships with federal and local water managers in our state.
How well we manage our water will, to a large degree, determine how well we preserve our quality of life in
Montana. A key element in all this is a clear understanding of the importance of water and the issues involved
in its management. This publication provides a valuable insight into water management and the diverse
interests involved in making it work. As we discuss these various interests our goal should be to develop a
solid consensus about the importance of water and the complexities of its management. Recognizing this we
can build a foundation for improved understanding and management of "our best friend: I want to commend
the Montana Watercourse for its outstanding education offerings. Congratulations, and best of luck. The goal
of The Western Watercourse is to facilitate the development and implementation of locally sponsored and
administered water education programs. For more information on services and teaching aids available, contact:
How do we know water is our best friend? How does water help us? How does water play with us? Why do
we call water a liquid? What turns water into ice? When does water turn into a gas? How does water vapor
change into liquid water? What is the water cycle? How is water collected and saved for us? How is water
shared? How can we save water? It is built around concrete or "hands-on" learning that is so essential to the
intellectual development of primary-aged children. Incremental experiences have been designed to develop
awareness of water as an essential, precious, and manageable resource. It is hoped that concepts learned by
your students will produce more water-wise adults. Simple concrete experiences have been designed for you
to convey the internal roles of water in our bodies and in plants. In this age span a child is in a concrete stage
of learning, just beginning at age 8 or 9 to make transitions to abstract thinking. Children are introduced to
home and school water use and conservation through direct experiences. This report includes ideas and
concepts which cover all major aspects of the primary school curriculum. We always have water in our bodies.
We put it there when we eat and drink. How do we get water inside us? How do we know that it is there? For
the class snack, have a child help you mix and measure Koolaid in front of the class. Serve the Koolaid and
celery sticks. After snacks ask the children questions such as: How much water did we use to mix the
Koolaid? Why did we use it? Celery has water in it. How can we show that eating celery gives us water?
Weigh the extra celery, label it, and spread it out to dry for several days. Ask the children what they think will
happen to it; how it may look different. To demonstrate how much water we should take in daily, have a child
pour and set out eight glasses of water. This is how much water your body needs every day. Your body gets
much of its water from "water you eat. What did you eat today that was partly water e. How does the water in
these foods get into your body? How do you know there is water in your body? How does your skin feel on a
hot day, or when you have been running or playing hard? When you cry, where do the tears come from? Dear
Parents, Our class is learning about water and why it is our best friend. Your assistance could make our school
study more meaningful to your child. Would you help your child become more aware of the following items:
If you have additional information for our study, please tell us. Teacher of Eager Learners Extension: How can
we show that plants also use water? Tape plastic bag "tent" over a potted plant. Set the plant in a sunny
window and watch water drops form inside the bag. When the condensation is clearly visible, ask: How do we
know that this plant has water inside it? Small drops of water condense inside the sealed bag. Where does the
water come from? Accept various answers and indicate Lesson 3 Extension will provide the answer. Plants,
like people, need water to live; plants also store water and slowly release it. Water is the best carry-all and
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cleaner for your body. How does water move through your body? As the children examine the dried celery,
ask: What hap- pened to our celery? Will it weigh more or less than before? Weigh and compare the dry celery
with the celery that was weighed and recorded in Lesson 1. How do we know now that celery contains water?
Where did the celery keep its water? To show how water moves up from the ground into plants, let the
children examine the celery which has been standing in the red solution. The red lines in the stalk show where
water travels in plants. Let the children now examine plant or weed roots, optional Help them imagine how the
"pipe sys- tem" begins in the tiniest root hairs. These root hairs take in dissolved plant foods and carry them
throughout the plant where growing cells need feeding. To help children understand their own "pipe system,"
have them look at the veins in their wrists. How does your pipe system get its water? Why do we need water
to keep us clean inside and out? What happens when dust gets in your eyes? Make a chalkboard list of these
ways. Distribute drawing paper for children to fold into quarters and draw four ways water helps us clean
things. Make a bulletin board display of the drawings. What would we do without water? Have children
dictate or write individual stories entitled "A Day Without Water. So that children may continue to enjoy their
stories, assemble them in a book for the class library. This is not a scrapbook - it provides good, meaningful
reading. Water is needed to carry food substances throughout our bodies, as well as for internal and external
cleaning. Without water children could not "go and grow. Water helps us keep clean inside and out. Water is a
playmate as well as a helper. Take the children on a short walk around the school grounds or the
neighborhood. Have them think how water makes the area look better. What did you see that needs a lot of
water to look good? What did you see that needs little water? How do they get water?
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Chapter 7 : New Mexico Agriculture in the Classroom
middle grades math project: probability student activity book, cr little celebrations my best friend grade k copyright skills
for super writers.

Through rituals, the lives of the individual and the community are unified, giving them order and significance.
But the time-honored system of beliefs and behavior falls apart with the arrival of missionaries and colonists.
Fourteen-year-old Junior, beset with physical problems caused by brain damage, transfers to an all-white town
school. Called a traitor by his best friend and Tonto by his new classmates, Junior uses humor and wit to
bridge the cultural divide. For junior and senior high readers. Breaking the quiet picture, he asks Eva to tell
him a story she has never told anyone before. And she does -- twenty-three in all. She tells him stories about
peasants and rich people, beauties and tyrants, politicians and military leaders, and the battles between men
and women. Companion to "Eva Luna". Allende records the story of her family. Intertwined is the account of
Allende fighting to save her daughter, until Paula finally comes to her in a dream and asks to be released. The
Riot Brothers Tell All by Mary Amato Orville and Wilbur Riot aim to make something exciting happen every
day by solving mysteries, inventing gadgets, and if all else fails, cracking each other up until they snort milk
through their noses. Personal Accounts of Life and Work on the Olympic Peninsula by Mavis Amundson
Thirty-one personal accounts of people who lived through hard times and flourished in towns, on farms, and in
fishing and logging communities on the Olympic Peninsula of Washington State. She is joyful, however, when
the horse is given to her, and she earns his trust with patience and devotion. Describes how Mary Anning
learns about treasures in the rocks and how at age twelve she makes an important scientific discovery--bones
of a sea monster that are million years old. Baker After reluctantly kissing a frog, an awkward
fourteen-year-old princess suddenly becomes a frog, too, and sets off with the prince to try to become human
again. A Sasquatch Book Award nominee. Anu tries everything he can think of to bring his grandfather back,
or keep his spirit nearby, including trying to practice the rigors of a sadhu holy man in India. When she meets
all-American Nick Dunbar, her powers seem to desert her and choosing between him and her Indian fiance
seems an impossible task. A therapist is helping him explore his emotional issues, and he succeeds in making
a friend, but that friend has leukemia. Grade 3 and up. Looking to reconnect with himself and God, Sam
stumbles upon his childhood sweetheart, Aubrey. Draws on the myths of the Native American tribes of the
Pacific Northwest. He began to experiment with a method of writing for the blind at age Tuberculosis took his
life at the age of 43, before his code was adopted throughout the world. Covers the bands as well as the clubs,
promoters, and business aspects of the scene. Remarkable Washington Women by L. This edition taken from
an anthology of three titles by Brautigan. Foreword by Don James. The experience for Arthur is a nightmare
come true, until he outwits the mischievous twosome with tricks, laughter, and storytime fun. Amazing Otters
by Barbara M. Brownell Introduces the physical characteristics, habits, and national environment of the otter.
Butler In this psychological horror novel, Seattle author and Nebula Award winner Butler introduces us to an
apparently young girl, suffering from amnesia, who has alarming needs and abilities. Have some good times
despite a wet, dark Northwest winter. An Autobiography by Jose Carreras His life is put on hold in while this
Spanish tenor copes with leukemia. Carreras recounts the events that force him off the stage, his happy
discovery that this voice is not affected by treatment, and his triumphant return to a successful operatic and
concert career. He describes his world prior to his illness and reflects on what he learned from the experience.
Stories by Raymond Carver Powerful short stories about the subtle shifts in familiar feelings and perceptions
of ordinary people. Marriage, infidelity, the loss of a child, and an old farm are the subjects of some of the
other stories. Among the Missing by Dan Choan Twelve short stories plus a reading group discussion guide. A
National Book Award finalist. Discusses related controversies including fair trade, gentrification, and labor
issues. Also available as CBA When the body of a boy is found in a trash compactor, they are the first officers
at the scene. Due to a lack of clues, they undertake a risky undercover assignment to search for the killer. He
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confides his invisibility situation to a new friend, Alicia, blinded two years before, and they try to figure out
what happened to him. Meinert, his choir director, gets fed up and insists a student take charge of the holiday
concert. Hart is elected to the job. She, however, suspects that life as a fairy godmother would suit her better.
Cohen Emmy Award-winning television news producer and journalist chronicles his battle with multiple
sclerosis and colon cancer. Marty, Will, and the rest of the family are spending the summer in a trailer on the
beach. When eleven-year-old Gregor and his two-year-old sister are pulled into a strange underground world,
they trigger an epic battle involving men, bats, cockroaches, and spiders while on a quest foretold by ancient
prophecy. Princess Meg resents being the prize offered to the prince who rids the kingdom of a witch, a
dragon, and Robinhood-like bandits, and besides would rather protect those things than destroy them. With the
help of friends, she escapes the tower where she is "sequestered" to take on that challenge. Cooney When he
has to unexpectedly share his home and his room with a church-sponsored family from war-torn Sierra Leone,
teenager Jared becomes suspicious of their odd behavior. Grade 5 and up. When he refuses to give a raise to
his star employee, a tomboy named Swimming Pool, the enterprise starts falling apart. Early on the morning of
his eleventh birthday, Will Stanton, seventh son of a seventh son, wakes to discover that he is one of the Old
Ones, immortals dedicated to controlling the evil forces of the Dark. He is destined to seek the six magical
signs that will enable the Old Ones to triumph. In a series of disturbing and dangerous events, the Drew
children discover the whereabouts of a priceless stolen grail and the Wild Magic of the powerful Greenwitch is
loosed over the land. Lovisa and the rest of the extended King family join a wagon train in Based on a real
family who populated Kings Valley, Oregon. Grade 6 and older readers. Winner of the Jasper G. Crigger
Washington State, Caroline Pruett loses her thoroughbred stallion King to cowhand Micah Sutton in a poker
game. Caroline accidentally shoots Micah while stealing King back. Cross Music journalist draws on
interviews to trace the life and untimely death of the Seattle musician. Investigates Hendrix volume 1 , volume
2 , volume 3 , volume 4 , volume 5 , volume 6 , volume 7 Heavier Than Heaven: Cross Music journalist draws
on interviews and diaries to trace the life and untimely death of the Seattle musician. Washington State Book
Award winner. When circumstances bring Maggie and her ex-husband together six years after their divorce,
Maggie is surprised by the loving feelings she still has for Wade. Amber Brown has her notebook, pens and
pencils, new shoes, and new clothes for the new school year. But she is not looking forward to the fourth
grade. Her best friend, Justin, has moved away, her dad lives in France, and her mother has a new friend, Max.
Amber does her best to "Go Fourth," though, and eventually makes a new friend and even decides she might
like Max. Her mother is marrying Max, her father is moving back from Paris and wants Amber to live with
him part time, and her own body is growing out of control. Amber Brown is one very excited third grader. She
is going to visit London with her Aunt Pam and then visit her father in France. Amber Brown and Justin
Daniels are best friends. They sit next to each other in school, help each other with school work, and always
stick together. But when Justin learns that he is moving away, everything begins to change. Kelly Green is the
new girl. But librarian Helma Zukas is determined to uphold the privacy rights of library patrons and deletes
the information from library records, but not before she takes note of it. The Battle for the Last Great Trees of
the Pacific Northwest by William Dietrich The controversy over the habitat of the spotted owl is only one
element in a conflict that has polarized the Pacific Northwest. The author visits Forks on the Olympic
Peninsula and visits with cutters, mill operators, rangers, landowners, ecologists, and others, showing how
each is affected by the fight. Disch Feeling abandoned by their beloved master, a vacuum cleaner, tensor lamp,
electric blanket, clock radio, and toaster undertake a long and arduous journey to find him in a faraway city. A
Bedtime Story for Small Appliances. Maddie Ingram, owner of Madison House, and her quirky and endearing
boarders a handyman, a muckraking black journalist, and an aspiring actress find their lives inextricably linked
when the city decides to regrade Denny Hill and the fate of Madison House hangs in the balance. Politics,
Science, Race, and the Story of Kennewick Man by Roger Downey Kennewick Man refers to an year-old skull
found along the Columbia River in that proved to be of Caucasian origin, countering the theory that the
earliest humans in North America came from Asia. After the discovery, a legal battle between anthropologists,
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archaeologists, Native American groups and the U. Even as an adult, Francis "Spud" Pinkham struggles to
emerge from the shadow of his childhood rival, Robert J. Brunella struggles to protect the vineyard from
someone who seems to be buying up all the water and driving away the people who work the land. When a
wildfire roars out of control and kills a squadron of firefighters including her brother Niccolo, the question of
the lack of water becomes ever more urgent. A Gideon Oliver mystery. Travels in Afghanistan by Jason Elliott
An exploration of Afghanistan -- its physical beauty, hospitality, religious variations, and long history. Elliot
recounts events from his first visit at age nineteen in traveling with anti-Soviet mujahedin, and another journey
ten years later when the Taliban forces were building power. Finney and his co-worker Diana Moore begin
their own investigation to uncover who volume 1 , volume 2 , volume 3 , volume 4 , volume 5 , volume 6 The
Million-Dollar Tattoo by Earl W. Thomas Black tackles a bizarre case when his old friend Elmer "snake"
Slezak calls him about a dead woman in his bed who he claims is from another galaxy.
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Chapter 8 : Fourth Grade Reading Comprehensions and 4th Grade Reading Lessons
Summer Camps and Activities: A comprehensive guide to Helena area summer camps from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and grades
K-3 will meet 9 a.m. and learn about man's best friend as we unleash.

He is the series main antagonist. As the series progresses, an increasing number of people are revealed to
know the secret. Leslie "Jake" Ryan portrayed by Cody Linley season 1â€”4 is an Emmy -nominated
television and film actor best known for his role as a zombie slayer on the teen sitcom Zombie High. Jake got
his start in acting as a baby, appearing in commercials for "Wonder Diapers". Intergalactic Bounty Hunter
Buck Rogers parody. Jake first meets Miley at Seaview Middle School where he attends as a part-time learner
before relocating. Jake basks in the attention, although Miley, who is a superstar herself, fails to be impressed
at his star power and believes that Jake should be treated as a normal kid. This is what first attracts Jake to
Miley, and with time, Miley begins to realize that she has feelings for him too, even though she refused to
admit it at first. While Jake often enjoys the benefits of being famous, he also admits to Miley "sometimes I
wish I could just turn it off". Jake and Miley first start dating in "People Who Use People", but their
relationship lasts only a matter of minutes as Jake kisses Miley and then tells her he is going away to Romania
for four months. While he is there, it is extended to six months. They restart their relationship. This has guilt
over Miley until she finally reveals to him that she is Hannah Montana. Their relationship, however, comes to
an end again after Miley learns that Jake is too self-centered and they later agree to be just friends. Jake again
returns in "Jake The relationship is on again for the third time in "He Could Be the One". This ends their
relationship for good. Roxy takes her job very seriously, and is known for her ridiculous attempts to keep
Miley safe from danger. She is like family to the Stewarts, and sometimes watches the kids as a nanny, or
helping cure Robby of sickness. Roxy used to be a Marine where she learned most of her techniques. She was
also a bodyguard for the famous cellist Yo-Yo Ma. She later worked as a security guard, and while on duty at
a place called "Wig City", she met Miley and Robby for the first time. Miley was trying to create the Hannah
disguise, and Roxy helped her pick an appropriate wig. She then took a job as her bodyguard. She briefly
worked for the Secret Service presidential protection unit after saving the president from contaminated sushi.
After this she returned to work for Hannah. Roxy also has 60 hours of firefighter training. Roxy owns a pair of
bulletproof pantyhose, which she says "keeps bullets out; keeps Roxy in". Roxy is single and lives in an
apartment with her dog named Diddy. She earlier had a goldfish named Denzel. The only time Roxy is seen to
be intimidated was upon meeting an old high school friend, Clarice Johnson. Amber and Ashley are ironically
both big Hannah Montana fans, despite their disdain for Miley. Even though they are unaware that Miley is
Hannah Montana. The girls first appear in the pilot episode and have since appeared in a total of 12 episodes,
although they only appeared once in season three. However, they make their last appearance on the series
finale, when Lily and Miley get into Stanford University they become assigned roommates to Amber and
Ashley. When they both see them, they all of sudden want to become best friends with Miley, since everyone
found out about her secret. Amber seems to be the more competent of the duo with Ashley typically following
her lead. Amber is the editor of the school yearbook, a great singer, and is the first in the class to hold a valid
drivers license. Miley as Hannah has her first honest conversation with Amber backstage and learns that when
she was younger, Amber was bullied and made fun of. Miley begins to feel sorry for her, and makes her
promise to become a kinder person. This gives Miley a small taste of why she maintains her Hannah secret, as
Amber and Ashley only want to be her friend for selfish reasons. Whenever Amber and Ashley happen to say
something at the same time, they say together "Oooo, tsss! This celebratory gesture becomes their trademark
and a source of great annoyance to Miley and Lilly. At the end of the pilot episode, Miley and Lilly do the
gesture in mockery of Amber and Ashley. Miley later initiates it with Lilly, but she declines, and they decide
on a new best friends handshake. She has however, reluctantly accepted Lola at social events and maintains a
friendly relationship with Hannah because of this. Traci talks with a nasal voice that is often noticed by others,
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which she claims is a "deviated septum" or else a "nasal condition". Hannah once went to Traci for boyfriend
help when she asked to use her "faux-beau" to fool Lilly and Oliver who believe that Miley is alone now that
the two are dating. She seems to have a crush on Jackson, and is frequently having celebrity parties, in which
Hannah and her friends go to although Lilly only goes for the publicity. He enjoys Shirley Temple cocktails ,
calling them " fruity and refreshing". He also has a secret love of baking, something he keeps secret because
he believes it is a primarily female activity. She agrees to go out with Jackson. Dontzig tricks the Stewarts into
a competition to see who can make their house look the scariest for Halloween, while all he wanted to do was
attract more children to his house. This plan of course, backfires on him. Dontzig is an alumnus of the fictional
State University of Santa Barbara and is a generous donor to the school. Dontzig is the only character in
Hannah Montana to be portrayed by two separate actors. Susan Stewart[ edit ] Susan B. Susan is the daughter
of Grandma Ruby. She died three years prior to season one, but is often mentioned by the Stewarts and
appears in household pictures. She also appears in person in three episodes by way of old home videos and
various dream sequences. Although they were both from Tennessee , Robby and Susan first met on the West
Coast in a small roadside cafe off Interstate Susan was working as a waitress at the cafe during her college
days and Robby visited while driving home to Nashville. Robby claimed he fell in love with Susan
immediately, and that he knew that Susan loved him too because she laughed at all his jokes. But with a little
encouragement from Aunt Dolly, Robby persisted and Susan finally went out with him. She was a skilled
shopper and Miley remembers that she had great taste in fashion. Robby remembers that when he and Susan
went shopping, all he did was carry the bags. In the video Susan tells Miley to always listen to her heart. Miley
wears this bracelet in all of her Hannah concerts until it is thrown overboard the SS Tipton by London Tipton ,
who was disgusted when Miley told her diamonds were fake. Robby is disappointed, but rather than stopping
him, he points to a picture of Susan and says that she would not be proud of him. The so-called "Mom card"
works in making Jackson finally tell the truth. In the pilot episode, Robby tells Miley that Susan would have
been proud of her performance at the Los Angeles concert. She works a job as a bikini model. She lives next
door to the Stewarts and has a cousin named TJ. Every time Jackson talks about her, he always stutters saying
the word "bikini. Siena admits to Jackson that he is right, because he is "way better," and they share their first
kiss. In the end, to save their relationship, Miley shows Siena her closet. This results in Siena finding out that
Miley is really Hannah. In the fourth season she appeared in 8 out of 13 episodes. In "Been Here All Along",
Jesse starts seeing Miley and Miley cancels a special father-daughter afternoon with her dad to go on a first
date with Jesse instead. After Jesse receives a phone call from his deployed father, their heartfelt conversation
leads Miley to realize how fortunate she is to have her father close to home whenever she needs him. Jesse
ends up figuring out that Miley is Hannah before she could even tell him, claiming that "You both have the
same beautiful eyes and amazing smile. Jesse later goes to see Miley off at the airport and they presumably
kiss. Stewart family[ edit ] Aunt Dolly left and Mamaw right smother Miley in a hug after putting their year
feud behind them. She lives in Tennessee but occasionally visits California. Ruthie is a demanding and
opinionated woman, often seen nagging Robby about his habits and parenting skills. Ruthie also makes fun of
him for being fat. While in high school Ruthie dated fellow Tennessean Elvis Presley and claimed to have
been the one to first give him the nickname "The King" after playing checkers with him. Elvis eventually
started dating Aunt Dolly which began a year feud between the two women. A former Olympian who played
volleyball at the Olympics, Ruthie maintained her competitive streak throughout life: Both Miley and Jackson
love "Mamaw," but they often find her overbearing. Ruthie reconciles with Miley and teaches her to better
appreciate her brother. Ruthie has appeared once in seasons 1, 2, and 4, and twice in the third. Very little is
said about him except that he had large ears and that he and Ruthie started dating after a school dance. He is
presumably deceased as the family refers to him in the past tense. She lives in Crowley Corners, Tennessee.
She is rarely mentioned in the series, although Robby says that she goes to singles bingo. Ruby helps teach
Miley the value of family and staying true to oneself. Aunt Dolly Dolly Parton is a long-time friend of the
Stewart family, long enough to remember when Robby was in diapers. Miley is seen to rely on her advice and
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encouragement.
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Chapter 9 : blog.quintoapp.com - blog.quintoapp.com News, Sports and Weather
Comprehension Work Text And Teaching Guide Grade K/2 K K Fluency Work Text And Teacher Guide Grade K/2 Little
Book Grade 1 A Kids Best Friend.

The Fault in Our Stars I did it. I started on Friday night while Doug golfed and I finished on Saturday. Not
once did Doug find me catatonic in the chair because of it, I would like to add. I was a good little reader. By
now you know the story. Hazel Grace meets Augustus Waters at a teens with cancer support group. They fall
in love while discussing books and oblivion and cancer and life and death. Hazel thinks that she is the grenade
that will destroy Augustus, but she has it backwards. I have been thinking about The Fault in Our Stars all
weekend trying to decide what to say about it. First of all, it lived up to my expectations as a story. It was
funny and warm while being thoughtful and sad. I did over-hype the depressing factor, which was good for
me. The world has this view of patients suffering valiantly and proudly against this unfair disease. It makes it
all seem so much more heroic and brave than what is really is. You only see that face when it is truly someone
you love suffering. Cancer does turn patients into completely different people and John Green showed that
very well. Speaking of the end, this book is going to be a movie and I wonder how far and how honest the
movie will be. Augustus is completely broken by the end and I would be extremely surprised to see him
covered in vomit pulled over at a gas station while Hazel, in her pajamas and oxygen tubes, tries to soothe him
while she calls It really is about Hazel getting a life and being a teenager. The scenes where her parents are
surprised that she is acting like the angst driven girl she is meant to be are hilarious. She should get in fights
with her parents about a boy and staying out too late, despite the fact that she is sick! Oh, and Peter Van
Houten! In the spirit of endings and wanting to know what happens next, here are my theories: Hazel,
reluctantly at first, does come to support groups lead by her mother, but then she goes more easily and happily.
And she makes sure that at least these kids have some better food. In my mind, she lives another five, maybe
six years. She does try to get out more and hang out with Issac and her former high school friends, but she
never meets anyone like Augustus again. So, those are my thoughts on the scariest book of the year. In my
opinion at least. I could go on and maybe I will when I find some one else that has read this book. But for
everyone else that remembers the sweet highs and crushing lows and would like to combine all of that with a
serious illness wrapped up in pretty snappy dialogue, then please read The Fault in Our Stars and then call me.
We have a lot to talk about.
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